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Please Please The Bees
It starts when the bees die and a plague sweeps across the Earth. The immune survive only to face a greater horror: a
demon-ruled world where mankind is either marked or possessed. But Leah survives. For three years, she lives on her
own after fleeing the fall of her city until she meets Raum, a demon who keeps her alive and unmarked. Uncertain of his
motives, she follows him to Babel, even though she knows his intentions are anything but good. When Leah is stolen
from Raum, she discovers the outside world is not what it once was, and perhaps hope for mankind is not lost. But with
new hope comes consequences, and she'll have to face a nightmare far greater than anything she's ever faced before.
Uh-oh! The bees have buzzed off and now the minibeasts are in a pickle. Who will pollinate the fruit and flowers? It's up
to three brave bugs to bring those buzzy bees back! Packed with fun flaps, fascinating facts and hilarious asides
throughout, When the Bees Buzzed Off! is the perfect book to encourage little ones to think about important
environmental issues and explore the natural world! This energetic romp through the wild outdoors is brought to life with
bright and engaging illustrations from talented illustrator Stephen Bennett.
Discusses reproduction in plants, animals, and humans.
What does it mean to be fully alive? Magic blends with reality in a stunning coming-of-age novel about a girl, a
grandfather, wanderlust, and reclaiming your roots. Things are only impossible if you stop to think about them. . . . While
her friends are spending their summers having pool parties and sleepovers, twelve-year-old Carolina — Carol — is
spending hers in the middle of the New Mexico desert, helping her parents move the grandfather she’s never met into a
home for people with dementia. At first, Carol avoids prickly Grandpa Serge. But as the summer wears on and the heat
bears down, Carol finds herself drawn to him, fascinated by the crazy stories he tells her about a healing tree, a greenglass lake, and the bees that will bring back the rain and end a hundred years of drought. As the thin line between magic
and reality starts to blur, Carol must decide for herself what is possible — and what it means to be true to her roots.
Readers who dream that there’s something more out there will be enchanted by this captivating novel of family, renewal,
and discovering the wonder of the world.
Apples, blueberries, peppers, cucumbers, coffee, and vanilla. Do you like to eat and drink? Then you might want to thank
a bee. Bees pollinate 75 percent of the fruits, vegetables, and nuts grown in the United States. Around the world, bees
pollinate $24 billion worth of crops each year. Without bees, humans would face a drastically reduced diet. We need bees
to grow the foods that keep us healthy. But numbers of bees are falling, and that has scientists alarmed. What's causing
the decline? Diseases, pesticides, climate change, and loss of habitat are all threatening bee populations. Some bee
species teeter on the brink of extinction. Learn about the many bee species on Earth—their nests, their colonies, their life
cycles, and their vital connection to flowering plants. Most importantly, find out how you can help these important
pollinators. "If we had to try and do what bees do on a daily basis, if we had to come out here and hand pollinate all of
our native plants and our agricultural plants, there is physically no way we could do it. . . . Our best bet is to conserve our
native bees." —ecologist Rebecca Irwin, North Carolina State University
Benedict has a pretty sweet life for a bear. Every morning the bees leave a jar of honey on his doorstep, and every day
he has honey for breakfast and honey in his tea. It's an important part of his day. But all that changes when the bees go
on strike. Now it's up to Benedict to listen to the bees, and he realizes there's a lot more he could be doing to help them.
So he fixes up the hive and learns to be a better beekeeper. Will the bees be pleased?
The author of Those Shoes and an award-winning illustrator team up for the story of a girl who tries to overcome her fear
of bees to see how amazing they are. Kaia is the brave type. Like hottest-hot-pepper brave. But there is one thing that
scares her: BEES! And right now, thousands of bees live on her roof because Kaia's dad is a beekeeper. Her dad says
that the world needs bees and that's why they are beekeepers. But only he goes on the roof, not Kaia -- unless she can
find a way to be the brave girl she always says she is. Against a sunny city setting, author Maribeth Boelts and illustrator
Angela Dominguez depict Kaia's small courageous steps -- and her tiny insect neighbors -- with great empathy and
charm. Buzzing with storytime potential, Kaia and the Bees is an honest and relatable tale about bravery and
compassion, as well as the importance of bees to our world.
"Fifteen-year-old lemonade entrepreneur Mikaila Ulmer shares her advice for life and business"-Benedict has a pretty sweet life for a bear. Every morning the bees leave a jar of honey on his doorstep, and every day he has
honey for breakfast and honey in his tea. It’s an important part of his day. But all that changes when the bees go on strike. Now
it’s up to Benedict to listen to the bees, and he realizes there’s a lot more he could be doing to help them. So he fixes up the hive
and learns to be a better beekeeper. Will the bees be pleased?
Save the Bees tells the story of three friends working together to make Clover's pollination route easier with a heartwarming lesson
of environmentalism and conservation that will stay with the reader for a lifetime.
Discover more about our fuzzy little insect friends with award-winning author and illustrator Charlotte Milner. The perfect
introduction to bee conservation for little ones. Learn all about the beautiful world of bees and their adventure from flower to flower.
You'll find out just how much they matter, why they are declining, and what we can do to help in this adorable kids' book. Bees are
brilliant at building, super social creatures and along with other insects, are responsible for a third of every mouthful of food you
eat! Children will be fascinated by the beautiful pictures and learn plenty of buzz-worthy fun facts in every chapter, covering types
of bees, beehives, beekeeping, how they pollinate plants and make honey. A beautiful kid's educational book about bees with a
crucial message: not only does it inform and educate about an issue that is a real threat, but it also delivers it in a way that is
gripping for all ages. A dazzling celebration of bees, packaged in a gorgeous hard backed book made with high- quality paper and
spectacular illustrations. What's The Buzz About Honey Bees? Meet the humble honeybee face-to-face - an animal that is
considered nature's hardest worker, in this engaging, educational kids book that you can treasure forever. What do they do all
day? Why are bees important? Find out why they need our help and what you can do. Bees are responsible for so much more
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than making honey. This book is an essential tool in encouraging the protection of our precious buzzing friends for generations to
come. Learn all about these valuable creatures: - What happens in the hive - What pollination is - Who the queen is - How
honeybees talk to each other - How we can help them and much, much more! This adorable book is one of three children's books
on conservation by award-winning author Charlotte Milner and includes The Sea Book and The Bat Book for your little ones to
enjoy.
“Imagine The Leftovers, but with honey” (Elle), and in the spirit of Station Eleven and Never Let Me Go, this “spectacular and
deeply moving” (Lisa See, New York Times bestselling author) novel follows three generations of beekeepers from the past,
present, and future, weaving a spellbinding story of their relationship to the bees—and to their children and one another—against the
backdrop of an urgent, global crisis. England, 1852. William is a biologist and seed merchant, who sets out to build a new type of
beehive—one that will give both him and his children honor and fame. United States, 2007. George is a beekeeper fighting an uphill
battle against modern farming, but hopes that his son can be their salvation. China, 2098. Tao hand paints pollen onto the fruit
trees now that the bees have long since disappeared. When Tao’s young son is taken away by the authorities after a tragic
accident, she sets out on a grueling journey to find out what happened to him. Haunting, illuminating, and deftly written, The
History of Bees joins “the past, the present, and a terrifying future in a riveting story as complex as a honeycomb” (New York
Times bestselling author Bryn Greenwood) that is just as much about the powerful bond between children and parents as it is
about our very relationship to nature and humanity.
Wolf’s mother is obsessed with saving the world’s honeybees, so it’s not too surprising when she announces that she’s taking
her Save the Bees show on the road—with the whole family. Wolf thinks it’s a terrible plan, and not just because he’ll have to wear
a bee costume—in public. He likes his alternative school and hates the idea of missing weeks of classes. His teenage stepsister
doesn’t want to leave her boyfriend, and one of his little half sisters has stopped talking altogether, but Wolf’s mom doesn’t seem
to notice. She’s convinced that the world is doomed unless ordinary people take extraordinary action. It isn’t until the kids take
some drastic action of their own that she is forced to listen when Wolf tells her that dragging the family around the province in a
beat-up Ford panel van may not be the best idea she ever had.
In this charming picture book, curious little kids will learn all about the bustling world of honeybees and the important role they play
in our delicate ecosystem. These engaging Explore My World picture books on subjects kids care about combine simple stories
with unforgettable photography. They invite little kids to take their first big steps toward understanding the world around them and
are just the thing for parents and kids to curl up with and read aloud.
Sins of the Bees blends the majesty and mystery of Where the Crawdads Sing with the character explorations of The Girls to
present the lives of two very different women and their tumultuous interactions with a dangerous doomsday cult. Other than her
bonsai trees, twenty-year-old arborist Silvania August Moonbeam Merigal is alone in the world. After first her mother dies and then
her grandfather—the man who raised her and the last of her family—Silva suffers a sexual assault and becomes pregnant. Then,
ready to end her own life, she discovers evidence of a long-lost artist grandmother, Isabelle. Desperate to remake a family for
herself, Silva leaves her island home on the Puget Sound and traces her grandmother’s path to first a hippie beekeeper named
Nick Larkins, and then to a religious, anti-government, Y2K cult embedded deep in the wilds of Hells Canyon. Len Dietz is the
charismatic leader of the Almost Paradise compound, a place full of violence and drama: impregnated child brides called the
Twelve Maidens, an armed occupation of a visitor’s center, shot-up mountain sheep washing up along with a half-drowned dog,
and men transporting weapons in the middle of the night. As Isabelle paints portraits of Len Dietz and the Twelve Maidens
ceremonially progressing toward their group marriage on the prophesized end of the world—January 1, 2000, the new
millennium—Silva moves ever closer to finding her grandmother in Hells Canyon and finds herself drawn Nick, whose life is also
irrevocably tied to Len Dietz. As tensions erupt into violence, Silva, Isabelle, Nick, and the members of Almost Paradise find
themselves disastrously entangled. And like the ancient bonsai struggling to navigate territories both new and old, Silva is forced
to face both her own history of loss, and the history of loss she’s stepped into: ruinous stories of family that threaten to destroy
them all.
Mr. Hatch is tall and thin and lonely, and he does not smile. On Valentine's Day, he gets a surprise package in the mail. It is a
heart-shaped, satin box filled with chocolates. "Somebody loves you", the note reads. He leaps for joy, he talks with his neighbors
(something he has never done), and he even throws a party and makes many new friends. Never mind that the package was
delivered to the wrong address!

This is the tale of Antoine the Ant, who lived all alone in a hill made of sand, until other insects move to the hill.
A grandfather and his blind grandson, Boy-Strength-of-Blue-Horses, reminisce about the young boy's birth, his first
horse, and an exciting horse race.
Not sure whether to high-five bees or run away from them? Well, maybe you shouldn't high-five them, but you definitely
don't have to run away from them. In this enthusiastic, hands-on approach to bees, the book's narrator will convince the
pizza-loving bee skeptic-and you-of just how cool bees really are. Did you know that 98 percent of bees are girls? Or that
they have two stomachs (which would come in handy for more pizza eating)? Bethany Barton's hilarious text and kidfriendly illustrations will have you singing the praises of our buzzing neighbors-or at least will convince you to give bees a
chance.
Benedict has a pretty sweet life for a bear. Every morning the bees leave a jar of honey on his doorstep, and every day
he has honey for breakfast and honey in his tea. It’s an important part of his day. But all that changes when the bees go
on strike.
An incomparable illustrated look at the critical role bees play in the life of our planet Bees pollinate more than 130 fruit,
vegetable, and seed crops that we rely on to survive. Bees are also crucial to the reproduction and diversity of flowering
plants, and the economic contributions of these irreplaceable insects measure in the tens of billions of dollars each year.
Yet bees are dying at an alarming rate, threatening food supplies and ecosystems around the world. In this richly
illustrated natural history of the bee, which includes more than 250 color photographs and illustrations, Noah Wilson-Rich
and his team of bee experts provide a window into the vitally important role that bees play in the life of our planet. Earth is
home to more than 20,000 bee species, from fluorescent-colored orchid bees and sweat bees to flower-nesting squash
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bees and leaf-cutter bees. This book provides an unmatched account of this astounding diversity, blending an engaging
narrative with practical, hands-on discussions of such topics as beekeeping and bee health. It explores our relationship
with the bee over evolutionary time, examining how it originated and where it stands today--and what the future holds for
humanity and bees alike. Provides an accessible, richly illustrated look at the human-bee relationship over time Features
a section on beekeeping and handy guides to identifying, treating, and preventing honey bee diseases Covers bee
evolution, ecology, genetics, and physiology Includes a directory of notable bee s Presents a holistic approach to bee
health, including organic and integrated pest management techniques Shows how you can help bee populations
A winter illness left Lotus, a little girl, without a voice and without friends. A hunter's bullet left Feather, a crane, injured
and unable to fly. As Lotus nurses Feather back to health, their bond grows. Soon Feather is following Lotus everywhere,
even to school! The bird dances to the girl's reed whistle, much to the delight of the other children. One day, when the
village floods, Feather helps raise the alarm as Lotus and her grandfather urge their neighbors to get to high ground.
Feather is a true friend to Lotus, but the time comes when Lotus must be a true friend to him--by encouraging him to
migrate with the rest of the cranes. The next spring, Feather miraculously returns, and that's not all . . . he has brought
new life to the nearby lake. Inspired by the true story of a crane that rescued a Chinese village, and graced with sensitive
watercolor illustrations, this lovely book about respecting nature offers deep emotion and delightful surprises.
Peter disobeys his mother by going into Mr. McGregor's garden and almost gets caught.
At first, Trisha loves school, but her difficulty learning to read makes her feel dumb, until, in the fifth grade, a new teacher
helps her understand and overcome her problem.
Listening to the Bees is a collaborative exploration by two writers to illuminate the most profound human questions: Who are we?
Who do we want to be in the world? Through the distinct but complementary lenses of science and poetry, Mark Winston and
Renée Saklikar reflect on the tension of being an individual living in a society, and about the devastation wrought by overly
intensive management of agricultural and urban habitats. Listening to the Bees takes readers into the laboratory and out to the
field, into the worlds of scientists and beekeepers, and to meetings where the research community intersects with government
policy and business. The result is an insiders’ view of the way research is conducted—its brilliant potential and its flaws—along with
the personal insights and remarkable personalities experienced over a forty-year career that parallels the rise of industrial
agriculture.
Snappsy the alligator is having a normal day when a pesky narrator steps in to spice up the story. Is Snappsy reading a book ... or
is he making CRAFTY plans? Is Snappsy on his way to the grocery store ... or is he PROWLING the forest for defenseless birds
and fuzzy bunnies? Is Snappsy innocently shopping for a party ... or is he OBSESSED with snack foods that start with the letter P?
What's the truth? Snappsy the Alligator (Did Not Ask to Be in This Book) is an irreverent look at storytelling, friendship, and
creative differences, perfect for fans of Mo Willems.
The ultimate bee book for bee enthusiasts and experts alike The Bees in Your Backyard provides an engaging introduction to the
roughly 4,000 different bee species found in the United States and Canada, dispelling common myths about bees while offering
essential tips for telling them apart in the field. The book features more than 900 stunning color photos of the bees living all around
us—in our gardens and parks, along nature trails, and in the wild spaces between. It describes their natural history, including where
they live, how they gather food, their role as pollinators, and even how to attract them to your own backyard. Ideal for amateur
naturalists and experts alike, it gives detailed accounts of every bee family and genus in North America, describing key
identification features, distributions, diets, nesting habits, and more. Provides the most comprehensive and accessible guide to all
bees in the United States and Canada Features more than 900 full-color photos Offers helpful identification tips and pointers for
studying bees Includes a full chapter on how to attract bees to your backyard
This gentle message of gratitude and connection, enhanced by beautifully simple collage illustrations, makes for a charming gift.
Sun gives us light. Thank you, sun. Clouds bring the rain that makes puddles to splash in. Sheep give us wool for our sweaters
and hats. The honey that sweetens our bread comes from bees (thank you, bees). With spare, repetitive text and bright, tornpaper collage artwork, this picture book gives even the youngest readers a subtle sense of how everyday things are related -- and
inspires an appreciation for life's simple gifts.
When Grandma was a little girl in Mississippi, she sneaked into town one day. It was a hot day—the kind of hot where a firecracker
might light up by itself. But when this little girl saw the "Whites Only" sign on the water fountain, she had no idea what she would
spark when she took off her shoes and—wearing her clean white socks—stepped up to drink. Bravery, defiance, and a touch of
magic win out over hatred in this acclaimed story by Elevelyn Coleman. Tyrone Geter's paintings richly evoke its heat, mood, and
legendary spirit.
Here is the ideal introduction for preschoolers and early elementary children to insects that are not only amazing but also critically
important to humans. Inside the hive views of a wild colony of honey bees offer close ups of the queen, the cells, even bee eggs.
Simple verse will engage a young child, while sidebars with fascinating information satisfy the somewhat older child. Parents,
teachers, and kids will love this picture book. The detailed art shimmers with life, highlighting each hair or grain of pollen on the
bees. A wild hive in a tree in her own backyard served as a model for the artist! Backmatter includes: further information about wild
and domestic hives. information on how to learn more about honey bees.
This ebook includes audio narration. This winning heroine will inspire every child to cheer her on as she ventures through a bitter
cold snowstorm in William Steig's classic Brave Irene Brave Irene is Irene Bobbin, the dressmaker's daughter. Her mother, Mrs.
Bobbin, isn't feeling so well and can't possibly deliver the beautiful ball gown she's made for the duchess to wear that very
evening. So plucky Irene volunteers to get the gown to the palace on time, in spite of the fierce snowstorm that's brewing-- quite an
errand for a little girl. But where there's a will, there's a way, as Irene proves in the danger-fraught adventure that follows. She
must defy the wiles of the wicked wind, her most formidable opponent, and overcome many obstacles before she completes her
mission. Brave Irene is a 1986 New York Times Book Review Best Illustrated Book of the Year. NARRATED by MERYL STREEP.
#1 New York Times bestselling author Diana Gabaldon returns with the newest novel in the epic Outlander series. The past may
seem the safest place to be . . . but it is the most dangerous time to be alive. . . . Jamie Fraser and Claire Randall were torn apart
by the Jacobite Rising in 1746, and it took them twenty years to find each other again. Now the American Revolution threatens to
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do the same. It is 1779 and Claire and Jamie are at last reunited with their daughter, Brianna, her husband, Roger, and their
children on Fraser’s Ridge. Having the family together is a dream the Frasers had thought impossible. Yet even in the North
Carolina backcountry, the effects of war are being felt. Tensions in the Colonies are great and local feelings run hot enough to boil
Hell’s teakettle. Jamie knows loyalties among his tenants are split and it won’t be long until the war is on his doorstep. Brianna
and Roger have their own worry: that the dangers that provoked their escape from the twentieth century might catch up to them.
Sometimes they question whether risking the perils of the 1700s—among them disease, starvation, and an impending war—was
indeed the safer choice for their family. Not so far away, young William Ransom is still coming to terms with the discovery of his
true father’s identity—and thus his own—and Lord John Grey has reconciliations to make, and dangers to meet . . . on his son’s
behalf, and his own. Meanwhile, the Revolutionary War creeps ever closer to Fraser’s Ridge. And with the family finally together,
Jamie and Claire have more at stake than ever before.
Bees are a fascinating and indispensable group of insects, but many species are in decline, and efforts to help determine
distributions and changes in abundance have to date been compromised by a serious lack of identification resources. This eagerly
anticipated new addition to the highly acclaimed British Wildlife Field Guides series will unravel the complexities of identification,
and is designed to cater for people new to the bee world as well as to more experienced recorders who wish to identify every
species accurately. It provides the latest information on the identification, ecology, status and distribution of all 275 species of bee
in Britain, Ireland and the Channel Islands. - Written by Steven Falk, professional naturalist and conservationist with over forty
years' experience of working with bees - Illustrated with over 1,000 colour and black & white artworks by Richard Lewington, one
of Europe's leading insect artists - Stunning photographs of living insects as seen in the wild - 234 up-to-date distribution maps Comprehensive introduction to bee classification, ecology, field techniques and recording, a full glossary, and information on how
to separate the sexes and distinguish bees from other insects - Introductions to families and genera, describing key characters and
life histories - Detailed species descriptions covering field and microscopic characters, similar species, variants, flight season,
habitat, flowers visited, nesting habits, status & distribution, and parasites & associates - A series of innovative illustrated keys to
genera and species, designed to guide the user step by step through the identification process
Veteran escapes from hospital to avoid being sent to tubercular isolation camp, and finds health in aiding a beekeeper.
The international bee crisis is threatening our global food supply, but this user-friendly field guide shows what you can do to help
protect our pollinators. The Xerces Society for Invertebrate Conservation offers browsable profiles of 100 common flowers, herbs,
shrubs, and trees that support bees, butterflies, moths, and hummingbirds. The recommendations are simple: pick the right plants
for pollinators, protect them from pesticides, and provide abundant blooms throughout the growing season by mixing perennials
with herbs and annuals! 100 Plants to Feed the Bees will empower homeowners, landscapers, apartment dwellers — anyone with a
scrap of yard or a window box — to protect our pollinators.
Perfect for fans of Jenn Bennett and Sarah Dessen, this swoon-worthy novel follows a teen girl during her California summer of
beekeeping, secrets, and stolen kisses. Josie Hazeldine has just graduated from high school, and she’s ready for a summer full of
sunshine, beekeeping, and…lying to her mom. Josie’s mom couldn’t be more proud of her daughter going to college, something
she never got to do. But Josie wants to stay in her California hometown and take over the family business, Hazeldine Honey. So
that college acceptance her mom is thrilled about? Yeah, Josie turned it down. But she’s going to come clean—just not yet. The
neighbor’s artsy, adorable grandson who’s in town for the summer makes Josie’s web of lies even more tangled. He’s into Josie
and the feeling is very mutual, but he’s a Blumstein—the sworn enemy of the Hazeldines and their number one competition in the
annual Honey Show at the end of July. As their secret fling goes on, Josie knows she’s getting in way too deep to leave him
behind when summer’s over. Can Josie keep the boy she can’t stop thinking about without the secrets she’s juggling crashing
down around her?
"In that glistening dollop, I could taste the sun and the water, the metallic minerals of the soil, the tang of the goldenrod and the
wildflowers blooming around the meadow" Essential to the food, drink, religion, economics , medicine and arts of every civilisation
since the Egyptians, honey - and the bees that make it - have been a vital part of the human record for millennia, appearing on
cave paintings, wax tablets and papyrus scrolls. From the temples of the Nile to the hives behind the author's house, men and
women have had a long, rapturous love affair with the beehive. ROBBING THE BEES is a biography, history, celebration and love
letter to bees and their magical produce. Holley Bishop follows beekeeper Donald Smiley on his daily tasks then explores the lively
science, culture and lore that surround each step of the process and each stage of lives of the bees and their honey. Throughout
are the author's lyrical reflections on her own beekeeping experiences, the business and gastronomical world of honey, the myriad
varieties of honey (as distinct as the provenance of wine), as well as recipes, illustrations and historical quotes. Combining
passionate research, rich detail, and fascinating anecdote, ROBBING THE BEES is a sumptuous look at the oldest, most
delectable food in the world.
Robert F. Sibert Medal Winner Take to the sky with Apis, one honeybee, as she embarks on her journey through life! An Orbis
Pictus Honor Book Selected for the Texas Bluebonnnet Master List Finalist for the AAAS/Subaru SB&F Prize for Excellence in
Science Books A tiny honeybee emerges through the wax cap of her cell. Driven to protect and take care of her hive, she cleans
the nursery and feeds the larvae and the queen. But is she strong enough to fly? Not yet! Apis builds wax comb to store honey,
and transfers pollen from other bees into the storage. She defends the hive from invaders. And finally, she begins her new life as
an adventurer. The confining walls of the hive fall away as Apis takes to the air, finally free, in a brilliant double-gatefold illustration
where the clear blue sky is full of promise-- and the wings of dozens of honeybees, heading out in search of nectar to bring back to
the hive. Eric Rohmann's exquisitely detailed illustrations bring the great outdoors into your hands in this poetically written tribute
to the hardworking honeybee. Award-winning author Candace Fleming describes the life cycle of the honeybee in accessible,
beautiful language. Similar in form and concept to the Sibert and Orbis Pictus award book Giant Squid, Honeybee also features a
stunning gatefold and an essay on the plight of honeybees. Cook Prize Honor Book A Kids' Book Choice Award Finalist An
American Library Association Notable Children’s Book A New York Public Library Best Book of the Year Named a Best Book of
the Year by Kirkus Reviews, NPR, Shelf Awareness, School Library Journal, Publishers Weekly and more! A Horn Book Fanfare
Best Book of the Year A Bank Street Best Children's Book of the Year! A Bulletin of the Center for Children's Books Blue Ribbon
Book A Booklist Editor's Choice A Junior Library Guild Gold Standard Selection
“Making an auspicious entry into children’s books, Laden provides a stylish, droll answer to the riddle of what dogs do while their
owners sleep.” —Publishers Weekly “I have a dog. Nothing exotic or special, just an ordinary dog.” Or so this little boy thinks—until
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one morning, when he opens the door a little early and sees his dog jump out of a limousine. That night, he decides to follow his
dog, and that’s when the fun starts, in a nighttime romp around town where he learns what adventures dogs get up to while their
humans are fast asleep. A terrific read-aloud and true “comedic gem,” Nina Laden’s story will have everyone captivated by the
coolest dog around (Parents’ Choice). “Laden’s dog characters are especially keenly drawn . . . A whimsical book.” —Kirkus
Reviews “Sophisticated enough for older children and silly enough for younger listeners, this boy-and-his-dog book has a clever
text, great illustrations and strong appeal.” —School Library Journal
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